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Executive Summary
The personalised multi-factorial model is the basis of the communication and engagement exercises
carried out by the pilots. The purpose of the model is to capture and describe the development of
individuals and to understand their behaviour and habits in relation to energy efficiency and savings.
The first deliverable describing the model was “D3.1 First version of the personalised multi-factorial
model”, this second version builds on the work in there, and will in this respect pre-suppose the basic
conceptualization of the model and the development from being a static and descriptive model to
becoming an actual actionable model.
In this document, the model is described in more detail as to how the behavioural model’s actionable
parts are developed and how they function as part of the concrete interactions with the pilot
participants in their engagement with the BENEFFICE App.
The basis of this is the design of recommendations and challenges – two different kind of
communication flows, which build engagement with the end-customer/pilot participant. The
document also describes how these communication flows function and how they are personalised
through the use of data trigger points; i.e. collected data from the participant’s energy consumption,
indoor temperature or interaction with the App, which in turn causes the communication flow to
happen.
The development of the behavioural model into the actionable framework is shortly presented and
throughout the document there are links to the work in D5.1 Development of the evaluation
methodology, where the interactions described and developed are also becoming measuring points
for the engagement status of the individual participants.
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1 Introduction
The development of the personalised multi-factorial model in the BENEFFICE project has undergone
a true transformation from a descriptive model into becoming a real tool to be utilized in measuring
the response and engagement status of people engaged with energy savings or energy habitual
changes.
The work started in the first deliverable of the model in D3.1 is now followed up by introducing and
describing the actual interactional communication flows, which will be implemented in each of the
pilot cases.
The tool developed is called the Recommendation Engine. It consists of two distinct and different
communication loops; a recommendation loop and an incentivised Challenge loop, where the
recommendations are turned into actions, which can cause the earning of CO2 coins. Thus, the
BENEFFICE project is in this respect also able to measure the difference between two different kinds
of personalised messaging loops and to which extend incentives in the form of a cryptocurrency
offering can be observed to create a bigger impact and a more engaged customer in the end.
This 2nd version of the deliverable related to the personalised multi-factorial model introduces the
first set of recommendations and challenges, which will be analysed and evaluated during the course
of the pilots and then see iterations and new recommendations and challenges introduced in the
second part of the Pilots to be presented on the D3.3. Third version of the personalised multi-factorial
model.
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2 Transformation of the theoretical Model to an actionable
Framework
The personalised multi-factorial model is the starting point for describing how customer engagement
is changing through different interactions.
The starting point was a one-directional model developed in the FP7 project ADVANCED with phases
capturing different areas of interaction and different stages in the customer perception of how they
could – and would – respond and act in relation to saving energy.

Figure 1: The FP7 ADVANCED Conceptual Model
Based on this descriptive model, BENEFFICE has developed an actionable framework in which
communication loops with the end-customers are being introduced based on the actual user
behaviour. It gives an opportunity to concretely follow and measure the participant’s engagement
level; i.e. where they are in their engagement status. The status is calculated on the basis of their actual
interactions and their response to recommendations and challenges given in the App. The
methodology for the calculation is described in D5.1 Development of the evaluation methodology. The
three phases are called Passive, Active and Engaged – and they are reflected in three phases of
interrelation; i.e. ways of interacting between the customer and the service provider and are
associated with the Drive, Act and Share dimensions from the original FP7 ADVANCED model. See
also the table “Measurement points in relation to the personalised multi-factorial model” in chapter
3.3 Behavioural Impact for the relationship between the different elements.
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Passive (Involve Phase)
In the “Passive” phase it is necessary to reach a potential customer while he or she is not really
interested in energy savings or has any idea of the potential or what to do about it. First and foremost
this is a phase, where the demo owner primarily wants to attract attention and get a first point of
contact. In this respect it is possible to use more traditional means such as for example competitions
and mass media to establish a first touch point.
Active (Engage Phase)
In the “Active” phase the participants have acquired some interest in energy savings, which will often
lead to a change in behaviour and this should be triggered both when the result is a success and when
it is not. In addition, the segmentation secures, that the communication is more personalised and, in
this respect, will have a higher success rate to result in targeted user actions.
Engaged (Evolve Phase)

Understand who you
are talking to. Start by
simple involvement
and be prepared for
hesitation and
questioning

Engage
Simple means to start
the engagement
process is
benchmarking,
personal incentives
and segmentation

Creating feedback loops

Involve

Establishing a process

The starting point

In the final phases a strong relationship and trust will have been established between the customer
and the demo owner. The customer is now very much aware of how to act as an energy saver. The
opportunities however in this phase are also great. Since a trustful relationship has already been
established at this stage, the customer will have the opportunity to influence his own network and he
can be an invaluable asset to grow the engagement of the whole family or even other people. The three
phases can be illustrated like this1:

Evolve
Engagement leads to
educated endcustomers who expect
advanced feedback.
The key to engagment
is to develop the
communication in
correlation with the
development of the
end-user relationship

Figure 2: The three phases of engagement

1

Model is described as part of the Bridge Customer Engagement Working Group, Bridge Findings and
Recommendations Report 2015-2017, which is making Best Practice examples across existing Horizon 2020 projects.
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3 Recommendation Engine
The engagement recommendation engine is a technical framework designed to impact user
behaviour. This is done by using strategic triggers to deliver relevant content via communication
flows.
As is outlined in the personalised multi-factorial model, it is expected that the energy consumer’s
behaviour will change over the course of the pilot. That is, as participants become more energy aware,
they will require more sophisticated recommendations and challenges to mirror their growing
understanding and engagement with energy consumption. The structure of the recommendation
engine is designed to support this behavioural progression by delivering communication flows that
evolve in their complexity over time as customers change towards more energy aware behaviour.
Therefore, the relationship between triggers and communication flows should be thought of as a
feedback loop rather than a linear path. For example, as a starting point, pilot participants will be
provided with basic energy savings recommendations that will vary slightly based on segment type.
However, as the participants move from the involve to engage to evolve phases of the model, they will
receive specific CO2 challenges or other messages based on their unique patterns of behaviour.
The following sections in this chapter will detail what is meant by triggers, communication flows and
behavioural impact and describe their supporting elements.

Figure 3: Engagement recommendation engine structure

3.1 Triggers
Triggers are specific data points that act as catalysts for communication events. These triggers can
either be scheduled or randomly activated. Scheduled triggers are planned in advance and are
typically delivered at regular intervals (e.g. weekly use updates, monthly profile management task,
etc.). In comparison, random triggers are dependent on user behaviour and environmental conditions
(e.g. unexpected spike in consumption, unusually warm day). When trigger criteria are met, a
communication flow will begin.
For more information in the methodology for calculating triggers (e.g. temperature, abnormal energy
consumption, etc.), refer to D5.1 Development of the Evaluation Methodology.
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3.2 Communication Flow
Communication flows are the core of the recommendation engine - they are the actual message
content that is delivered via a branching technical framework. There are two broad categories of
communication flows: recommendations and challenges. Recommendations and challenges can be
further classified into nine different categories of message IDs; each with its own corresponding
communication flow composed of different combinations of events (e.g. invitations, alerts, reminders,
advice, challenge descriptions) and delivery timings that are optimized for needs of that messaging
topic. These subordinate categories of message IDs offer a means for organizing communication flow
structures for planning and programming purposes.
From a technical perspective, recommendations are generally designed to be stand-alone messages
while challenges require a more complex branching structure to connect multiple events occurring
over a stretch of days or weeks. However, strategically, the two communication flow categories are
closely linked and designed to offer supporting content. Therefore, challenges and recommendations
should be considered complementary rather than exclusive categories.
Table 1 Summary of messaging IDs in relation to communication flows
Communication
Flow

Messaging ID
General

Messages related to user profile creation

Device Relevant

Device specific messages. These messages are related to various
devices as they are distributed among the nine disaggregation
classes (e.g. power spend for heating, dishwashing, etc.)

Self-comparison
Community
comparison
Green energy
schedule

Challenges

Messages that cover a number of scenarios

Profile Relevant

Load Change
Recommendations

Description

Messages triggered by specific changes in total consumption
Messages that compare user’s patterns (e.g. now vs. a few weeks
ago)
Messages that compare energy consumption patterns among users
Messages related to green energy schedule module

Scenario based

Specific messages related to each pilot’s general scope

Interesting facts

Miscellaneous facts related to specific appliances (e.g. a microwave
takes 15 minutes to do the same job as 1 hour in the oven)

Coin Relevant

Messages related to C02 credit challenges (e.g. invitations,
reminders, success/fail notification)
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3.2.1 Recommendations
Recommendations are tips, advice, and updates delivered via notifications. They are found on a
dedicated “My Advisor” recommendation section of the app that is designed to be delivered in
response to random or scheduled triggers, or when coupled with CO2 coin challenges. The primary
objectives of recommendations are to encourage energy savings by educating the user on their energy
consumption behaviour.
The technical inputs for the recommendation engine will be collected via an accept/reject feedback
button attached to each recommendation. This binary feedback will allow for the recommendation
engine to learn the user’s preferences and adjust future recommendations. Over time, as more user
data is collected, the recommendations should become more tailored and personalised to the user.
For example, if the user shows a preference for numerical and statistical feedback, recommendations
featuring quantitative data will be prioritized for that user. Likewise, if it becomes clear the user has
historically high levels of use for certain categories of appliances, recommendations will become more
targeted to that specific problem area.

Figure 4: Example of a recommendation communication flow

3.2.2 Challenges
Challenges are designed to target specific energy consumption goals, planned o be delivered in the
later stages of user engagement (engage and evolve phases). The goal of challenges is to encourage
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energy savings through active user engagement. For example, a user may be challenged to reduce the
energy consumption for a set period of time, shift their heating schedule, or try to beat an average (or
their own) consumption. An important distinction between recommendations and challenges is that
challenges will typically require additional messaging events (e.g. invitations, reminders, success/fail
notifications) requiring more complex communication flows
After receiving an initial challenge invitation, participants will choose the binary option of either
opting in or out of the challenge using a “like/dislike” button. They will then commence the challenge,
receiving reminders and relevant recommendations throughout, and be sent a success or failure
notification at its conclusion. Both the opt-in/out and success/fall data points will be used as inputs
for the recommendation engine to adapt and adjust the delivery of future challenges.

3.2.3 CO2 Coin Incentives
CO2 coin credits will be used as the primary incentive to motivate challenge participation. CO2 credits
are defined as a unit of the novel digital CO2 currency created by CCO2, where CO2 Credits are
generated through reduced energy consumption.
The energy saving can also be calculated from the total CO2 emissions reductions, where one CO2
coin is equivalent to 1 kg of CO2 emissions reduction. These CO2 credits can then be transferred to
payment cards that can be spent at the user’s convenience (exchange them with Euro or spend them
within the BENEFFICE ecosystem).
Challenges will be categorized as either easy, medium or difficult. Upon the successful completion of
a challenge, participants will be rewarded the CO2 coin value corresponding to the difficulty level (see
table 2). CO2 coins may also be awarded as a bonus for high levels of participation, or as a nudge for
those with waning participation levels to ensure they are re-engaged.
The primary benefits of this easy/medium/hard approach are threefold:
1. Given the variability’s in the challenges, these buckets offer a simple structure for ensuring a
consistent distribution of CO2 coins.
2. When scheduled sequentially, they offer a bootstrapping method where users can draw on
previous experience to create a second generation of strategies (medium), which can again be
used in the third generation (difficult).
3. The repetitive nature of moving through the tiers of difficulty ensure prolonged engagement
and greater opportunity for behavioural habituation.
Table 2 CO2 Coin Calculation

kWh

Expected
savings in
€ at
0.15/kWh

Number of CO2
coins assigned

Expected
savings in € at
52.64 €/1.000
CO2 Coins

Total gains

5%

20

3€

60 coins

3.15 €

6.15 €

Medium

10%

40

6€

120 coins

6.3 €

12.3 €

Hard

15%

60

9€

180 coins

9.45 €

18.45 €

Difficulty

Energy
Consumption
Savings

Easy
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Figure 5: Example of a CO2 coin challenge
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3.3 Behavioural Impact
The output of the communication flow is a measurable behavioural impact that can be mapped onto
the personalised multi-factorial model. Here the behavioural impact is defined as an intended shift in
user behaviour that can be measured via targeted KPIs. In other words, it is the goal of the
communication flow. Within the BENEFFICE framework, there are three categories of behavioural
impact:




Energy savings:
o Motivate a behavioural shift resulting in lower energy consumption.
o Related KPIs: Electricity consumption metrics, derivative metrics.
Engagement:
o Encourage on-going participation and continued app use.
o Related KPIs: User behaviour metrics, CO2 coin metrics.
Educate:
o Empower participants to learn more about how they can optimize their energy
consumption behaviour.
o Related KPIs: User behaviour metrics.

Each communication flow also contains a determinant for its position in the personalised multifactorial model. The engagement status is a theoretical maker that provides a means to determine if
the communication interaction is successful in relation to moving people to become more active
participants in their energy actions. With this framework it is possible to monitor and map the
progress (or the lack thereof) for each individual participant.
Table 3 outlines the correlation between elements of the actionable and theoretical models that will
be used to evaluate participant engagement progression.
Table 3 Measurement points in relation to the personalised multi-factorial model
Actionable Model

Engagement Status*

Involve

Theoretical Model
Context
Sphere

Drive

Context
Category





Choice
Knowledge
Motivation
Intention

Engage

Act



Participate

Evolve

Share




Experience
Grow
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User
Environment







Regulation
Infrastructure
Relationship
Information/Education
Offerings/Reward
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The formula to calculate engagement status2 within the recommendation is as follows (for further
details on the calculations related to this equation, refer to D5.1):
𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 = 𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 + 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠
Then:


IF Engagement status <1.0 THEN status is Involve



IF Engagement status >1.0 AND Engagement status ≤1.4 THEN status is Engage



IF Engagement status >1.4 THEN status is Evolve

This equation serves as a starting point for calculating engagement status. Inputs from the
recommendations and challenges will function as parameters to move the user back and forth in their
engagement status. For example, engagement is developed if the user opts into new challenges, keeps
earning CO2 coins, succeeds in the challenges, etc.
In the early stages of the pilot will have a relatively small number of these communication flows, and
therefore a relatively small number of data inputs for calculating engagement. However, it is our
intention to introduce a second round of these messages in D3.3 once more information has been
collected about the end-user’s behaviour.
With a larger number of challenges, we will have access to a greater amount of user data, thereby
granting us more inputs to measure customer engagement. Therefore, the formula for calculating user
engagement is expected to evolve during the course of the pilot to incorporate more engagement
metrics.

2

The methodological framework to test and measure the behavioural impact via specific is fully described in D5.1
“Development of the evaluation methodology.”
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4 Recommendation Messages
The following table provides examples of recommendation methodology for each of the messaging ID types. The complete list of
recommendations is available internally for consortium partners.
The recommendation engine is structured using the six core elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Triggers: The random or scheduled data point(s) that begin the communication flow
Message IDs: The content category of the message
Message text: The information that will actually be seen by the user
Segment: The four segmentation groups targeted: Rationalist, Environmentalist, Pragmatist, Traditionalist
Engagement status: How the trigger correlates to the personalised multi-factorial model
Behavioural impact: The broad goal of the communication flow

Table 4 Recommendation messages
ID

Message Text

Segment

Engagement
Status

Triggers

Behavioural
Impact

Gen_01

Thank you for installing the BENEFFICE app.

ALL

involve

Spontaneous message:
Successful app installation

Engagement

Gen_02

We miss you!

ALL

involve

Scheduled message: No
feedback have been received
for xx days

Engagement

Prof_Rel_01

Let's create your profile. It will help saving more!

ALL

involve

Spontaneous message successfully app installation
(Gen_01)

Profiling

Prof_Rel_02

Profiling completed. It's official, you are a
<SEGMENT NAME>

involve

Spontaneous message successfully profiling
completion (Gen_01,
Prof_rel_01)

ALL

Engagement

D3.2 Second version of the personalised multi-factorial
model

Dev_Rel_20

Mod your gaming console. Factory default
settings are not always the most efficient – so
check your gaming systems power management
settings and adjust if needed.

Dev_Rel_11

Fill 'er up! Limiting the number of laundry and
dishwasher loads can make a big impact on your
overall household energy consumption. If
possible, try to wait until you can run a full load to
improve your energy efficiency

Dev_Rel_37

Want to speed up your cooking time? Use the
kettle to boil water for cooking, instead of heating
a pan on the stove. Not only will this be more
energy efficient, but it generally takes less time
too.

Dev_Rel_28

Setting the washing machine to 30˚C will save you
up to 40% electricity compared to higher
temperatures.

Single_User_
Pat_03

Your weekly report card: Doing okay. On average
your household consumption is xx watts. Last
week your energy consumption about the same at
xx watts. That pretty good, but we know you can
do even better. Check out the
<RECOMMENDATIONS PAGE> for some energy
saving ideas

engage

8 Continuously Variable
Devices peak observed
(energy disaggregation and
data analytics)

Energy
savings, advice

engage

5_Laundry, Dishwasher peak
observed (energy
disaggregation and data
analytics)

Energy
savings, advice

engage

4_Oven, Stove, Microwave
peak observed (energy
disaggregation and data
analytics)

Energy
savings, advice

Rationalist

engage

5_Laundry, Dishwasher peak
observed (energy
disaggregation and data
analytics)

Energy
savings, advice

ALL

engage/
evolve

Scheduled weekly message
as a result of Energy
disaggregation and Data
analytics

Energy
savings, advice,
engagement

Pragmatist

Environmentalist

Traditionalist
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Single_User_
Pat_08

Feeling a little warm? It looks like your room
temperature is abnormally high. You might want
to consider turning the heat down a little

engage

Spontaneous message Room temperature above xx
degrees

Energy
savings, advice

Among_User
s_01

Are you going to let <COUNTRY> do better than
you? Your monthly consumption rate is xx watts.
That's above <Country's> average consumption of
xx watts. Check out the <RECOMMENDATIONS>
section to get some energy savings ideas

evolve

Scheduled monthly message
as a result of Energy
disaggregation and Data
analytics, running VPM
connected to the system

Energy
savings, advice,
engagement

Among_User
s_02

First prize! Your monthly consumption rate is xx
watts. That's below the monthly average
<COUNTRY> consumption of xx watts. Keep it up!

ALL

evolve

Scheduled monthly message
as a result of Energy
disaggregation and Data
analytics, running VPM
connected to the system

Energy
savings, advice,
engagement

Green_Ener_
03

Would you like to fully use your solar panel
production? Let's do some green scheduling

ALL

evolve

Having a PV installed,
(Green_Ener_01)

Energy savings

Green_Ener_
04

You have used <VALUE> of your PVs production.
Well done!

ALL

evolve

Having a PV installed,
(Green_Ener_01)

Engagement

Coin_Rel_Suc
cess_02

Amazing! You beat your personal best! By
successfully completing challenge you've earned
xx CO2 coins

ALL

engage

ALL

ALL
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table
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Coin_Rel_Re
minder_02

Time flies - you only have <NUMBER OF DAYS>
left in the challenge! Don't forget to keep an eye
on your home's energy consumption with the app.

ALL
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engage

See 'CO2 CoinChallenges'
table

Engagement

5 CO2 Coin Challenges
The following table provides examples of CO2 coin challenge methodology. The complete list of CO2
coin challenges is available internally for consortium partners.
Table 5 CO2 coin challenges
ID

Coin_Rel_01

Challenge name

7 Day Challenge

Engagement status

Engage

Trigger

Scheduled

Challenge initiation

Rationalist: The 7 Day challenge is waiting for you - can you reduce your
household's consumption by 5%?
Environmentalist: The 7 Day Challenge is waiting for you - are you ready to
do your part for the environment?
Pragmatist: The 7 Day Challenge is waiting for you - are you ready to earn
some CO2 coins?
Traditionalist: The 7 Day Challenge is waiting for you

Challenge instructions

This week we're challenging you to reduce your home’s overall energy
consumption by 5% for 7 days in a row to make a positive impact and earn
CO2 coins. <CLICK HERE> to opt-in.

Reminder

Coin_Rel_Reminder_02

Reminder trigger

48 hours after Coin_rel_01 opt in

Success criteria

5% daily reduction in overall household energy consumption for 7
consecutive days

Success notification

Coin_Rel_Success_01

Fail notification

Coin_Rel_Failed_01

Relevant recommendations

Single_User_Pat_07

CO2 coins earned

60

Total consumption

5%

Estimated
challenge

saved

kWh/per

20
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ID

Coin_Rel_02a

Challenge name

Bonus 7 Day Challenge

Engagement status

Engage

Trigger

Scheduled

Challenge initiation

Rationalist: Can you reduce your household's energy consumption by 5%
for a second week?
Environmentalist: Can you keep the energy savings going?
Pragmatist: Continue doing the same to keep the your energy savings going
and earn CO2 coins
Traditionalist: Keep it up! Another 5 day challenge is waiting for you

Challenge instructions

You're on a roll! Last week you reduced your household's energy
consumption by x% for 5 consecutive days. Keep the streak going for
another 7 days and earn another xx CO2 coins. <CLICK HERE> to opt-in

Reminder

Coin_Rel_Reminder_02

Reminder trigger

48 hours after Coin_rel_02a opt in

Success criteria

Half a day (5%) reduction in overall household energy consumption for 7
consecutive days

Success notification

Coin_Rel_Success_01

Fail notification

Coin_Rel_Failed_01

Relevant recommendations

Single_User_Pat_07

CO2 coins earned

120

Total consumption

10%

Estimated saved kWh/per
challenge

40
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6 Role of Segments
Building on the work outlined in D2.2 “Definition of the Target Groups”, here we will expand upon the
communicative strategy that is recommended for the four persona groups.
Based on previous work, four segment groups have been identified: Rationalists, Environmentalist,
Pragmatist, and Traditionalist. In BENEFFICE, these segments are seen as a strategic communication
starting point; ensuring the content of the platform will have the maximum impact in relation to how
the content is visualized and presented for each segment. However, it is important to highlight that
segmentation is only the first part of the engagement process – the ultimate goal is to make each
customer their own individual segment through iterative interactions with the app.
The segments will be used to both modify messaging content and tone of voice, and inform user
interface design. To this end, table 6 outlines the communication content and design considerations
recommended for each segment.
Table 6 Communication approach per segment
Rationalist

Rationalist
Description

Rationalists seems to question the information they are given a lot more, than most
other people – especially if it conflicts with their own understanding. Facts counts as
evidence – nothing else – and if they have first established an argumentation based on
hard facts, they are very hard to convince of something else. Numbers and scientific
evidence matters – and may be if you are an acknowledged professor, who already
earned their trust.

Sender role



Analyst

Communication
content






This group want to be in control – empower them with information
Lots of data and very few words
DIY tools, savings/benefits summaries, comparisons
Direct tone

Design
considerations





Numbers, charts, graphs
Highlight customization options
Highlight ways to get more information on related topics

Environmentalist
Environmentalist
Description

Environmentalists have a strong involvement in climate issues and are generally acting
on a more emotional background. In this respect the Environmentalist do not need to be
overwhelmed by facts, but will be more motivated by being ensured, that she or he’s
doing the right thing.

Sender role



Guide

Communication
content





Inspirations - where can this take me?
Very descriptive – lots of words and imagery
Encouraging tone
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Design
considerations







Avoid numbers and starts
Highlight how they’ve made a difference
Help them prioritize tasks and focus areas
Provide positive reinforcement
Social comparison

Pragmatist

Pragmatist
Description

Pragmatists are like rationalists more focused on facts and scientific evidence, than
speculations on the future of human life on earth. For pragmatists it is more about here
and now. However pragmatists are willing to listen – and can change their mind, if they
see an immediate benefit in doing so – even though they may be had another opinion
yesterday.

Sender role



Coach

Communication
content





Asking questions and giving answers
Encouraging tone
Provide status on environmental benefits, examples and case studies

Design
considerations







Look for ways to build trust and transparency
Simple, straightforward graphics
Clear instructions
Highlight FAQ and support
Highlight and explain the tech

Traditionalist
Traditionalist
Description

Traditionalists follow their instincts – and would in many instances say yes to a
suggested change – just to avoid conflicts – while they are perfectly aware, that they
will probably forget about it the next day.

Sender role



Advisor

Communication
content





Step by step explanations
Reassuring tone
Highlight social impact – how will their family/community benefit?

Design
considerations





Simple, easy to understand visuals
Keep the asks small
Not too many words
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7 Pilots
Given the differences in pilot sites – in both climate and context – specific communication flows and
challenges will be defined for each pilot site. However, the added layer of pilot-based personalization
is related to the late stages of the model and therefore will need to be defined at a later date when
more behavioural data inputs are available. In deliverable D3.3 this specific progression will be
expanded upon and more user and pilot specific communication flows and challenges will be
introduced.
The following summarizes pilot-specific messaging considerations to be noted based on the
information currently available:
Greece
Due to the high temperature in summer, electricity consumption rises significantly. We may have to
consider different recommendations/challenges depending on the cooling of the pilot sites (air
conditions, heat pumps etc.) and outside temperature. For example, building insulation will be an
important factor for total expenses on electricity. Other factors will be considered during the phase of
deciding on the pilot sites.
France
Given technical challenges presented by the temperature sensor installation in France, temperature
values will be taken from the basement. Therefore, temperature readings will likely not align with the
temperatures in the actual living spaces in the home (e.g. in the kitchen). Therefore, room
temperature challenges and recommendations will need to be removed or adjusted for French
participants.
Austria
Given the role of renewable energy in the Austrian pilot, a greater emphasis should be placed on
communications on the topic of green energy. In particular, additional messages and/or challenges
related to PV panels should be included for Austrian pilot participants.
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8 Conclusions
The personalised multi-factorial model has evolved from a static, one-directional model developed in
FP7 Advanced, to a dynamic first version incorporating the involve, engage, and evolve phases of
engagement, to the latest transformation – the fully actionable second version introduced in this
deliverable.
In this second version of the model we have outlined how user data will be incorporated to inform
personalised communication feedback loops. The key components of the recommendation engine –
the trigger, communication flow and behavioural impact – have been detailed and linked to specific
engagement phases of the model.
This added layer of behavioural and technical context is the next step moving the model from
theoretical to actionable. By mapping behaviour patterns and communication preferences onto the
model, we can translate data points into engagement stages. This in turn, allows for us to create new
communication flows that align to the needs of end-users as they progress (or regress) through
engagement phases of the model.
As noted previously, the specific measurement methodologies and KPIs for this process are fully
expanded upon in the complimentary deliverable, D5.1 Development of the evaluation methodology.
In the next WP3 deliverable, D3.3 Evolved personalised multi-factorial model, the third version of the
model will be described; taking into consideration end-user feedback on the overall quality, ease of
use and understanding of the platform as well as the economic and social incentives. New
recommendations and challenges will also be introduced that are informed by the behavioural,
analytical, and energy data collected from pilot participants; further demonstrating the dynamic
nature of the model.
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